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1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
In September 2021 the committee discussed the use of weedkiller in the town, aiming to see a 
reduction in weed spraying and that the council should look to invest additional Town Ranger time in 
weed control as part of this.  In February 2022 the committee resolved to undertake a trial of no 
herbicide spraying in 2022 across the whole town and that this be under continual review by the 
committee.  
 
Cheshire East Council did not respond to the request to stop weedkiller usage and it has continued to 
do so, however the council’s operations team have not it to establish the impact on its functions within 
the town. 
 

2.0 OPERATIONAL REVIEW 
 
Since the committee resolution the Town Ranger has been operating without the use of herbicides. 
There has been a significant increase in time spent on areas throughout the town centre and some of 
the alleys and ginnels the Town Ranger tends to. The Town Ranger and the Planning and Facilities 
Officer have been monitoring the time taken to manually clear areas compared to spraying with a 
herbicide and there are 3 examples in the table below. 
 

Area Time to spray Time to manually clear 

Cotton Shop Yard 20 minutes 3-4 hours 

Kenilworth Avenue ginnel 1 hour 6 hours 

Outside Curzon 20 minutes 3 hours 

 
The only viable alternative to spraying is strimming as glyphosate alternatives are not effective at 
killing weeds. The town centre is a particularly challenging area to manage as strimming can be noisy 
and flying debris can be dangerous to pedestrians and shop fronts. Once stimmed the weeds regrow 
within 7-14 days as the roots are not removed. Due to the Town Ranger workload, some of the 
maintained areas are left unkept for longer as a result of only being able to manually remove. The 
Town Ranger has also noted difficulty with rubbish and dog fouling when strimming ginnels. Spraying 
is silent and lasts 6-8 weeks. Time spent on the activity is reduced and the respective material removal 
after treatment is more manageable. The ginnels are not as challenging when sprayed as the dog mess 
and litter can be litter-picked after treatments have taken effect. Strimming is additionally challenging 
as it can only be undertaken when the public are not around and there are some areas where 
strimming poses a risk (where a 15m clearance cannot be established). 
 
The additional time burden of maintaining these areas has had a knock-on effect with the Town 
Ranger’s workload which has been stretched this summer; the Town Ranger has a number of 



 
 

 

outstanding jobs which he has been unable to dedicate time to. 
 

3.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 
Recognising the operational impact, it is recommended that the committee considers resolving to 
permit the operational team to weed spray in targeted areas, such as the town centre and ginnels the 
Town Ranger maintains.  
 
Instead, it is recommended that efforts are redoubled to encourage Cheshire East Council/ANSA to 
reduce the amount of spraying they undertake on green spaces around the town.  


